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Jindal, Boulder Stone, 
JMS place winning bids

Wednesday’s result takes the total number of auctioned coal mines to 13

No service 

charges on 

these bank 

accounts, 

finance 

ministry 

clarifies 
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A total of 38 coal mines have been put on auction. There have been 76 bids from 42 

companies for 23 coal mines, with the remaining 15 mines not getting any bids. BLOOMBERG

Utpal Bhaskar

utpal.b@livemint.com

NEW DELHI

J
indal Power Ltd, JMS Mining Pvt.
Ltd and Boulder Stone Mart Pvt. Ltd
on Wednesday placed winning bids
for four coal mines auctioned for
commercial mining, a government
official said.

On the third day of auctions, Jindal
Power placed the winning bid for the
Gare-Palma-IV/1 coal mine in Chhattis-
garh, while JMS Mining submitted the
winning bid for the Urtan North coal mine
in Madhya Pradesh. Boulder Stone Mart
placed the final bid for the Gotitoria East
and Gotitoria West coal mines in Madhya
Pradesh. These mines have a total reserve
of 161.53 million tonnes. 

A total of 38 coal mines have been put
on auction by the coal ministry. There
have been 76 bids from 42 companies for
23 coal mines, with the remaining 15
mines not getting any bids.

On the first two days of auctions, win-
ning bids were placed for nine coal mines
by firms such as Vedanta Ltd, Hindalco
Industries Ltd, Adani Enterprises, Aurob-
indo Realty and Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd,
Andhra Pradesh Mineral Development
Corp. Ltd and EMIL Mines and Minerals
Resources Ltd. Wednesday’s
auction takes the total num-
ber of auctioned mines to 13.

“The e-auction witnessed
strong competition amongst
the bidders with all mines
attracting good premiums
over the floor price,” the coal
ministry said in a statement.

Other qualified bidders were Adani
Enterprises Ltd and Hindalco Industries
Ltd (for Gare-Palma-IV/1); Adani’s Strata-
tech Mineral Resources Pvt. Ltd and Sun-
flag Iron and Steel Co. Ltd (for Urtan
North coal mine); and AP Mineral Devel-
opment Corp., Dilip Buildcon Ltd, Bansal
Construction Works Pvt. Ltd, Mahavir
Clean Fuel Mining Pvt. Ltd, Inspire Con-

struction and Coal Pvt. Ltd, ND Pharma
Pvt. Ltd and Net Energy Pvt. Ltd (for Goti-
toria East and Gotitoria West).

India’s coal requirement is expected to
go up to 1.1 billion tonnes by 2023 from the
present level of around 700 million ton-
nes. The earlier plan was to mine 1.5 bil-

lion tonnes of coal by 2020.
India’s push to raise production of natu-

ral resources to revive economic growth
also comes at a time when the window for
fossil fuels is closing and the global energy
landscape is evolving. India on its part has
called for a reset on the climate debate on
coal as a fuel, in the backdrop of it becom-
ing one of the top renewable energy pro-

ducers globally with ambitious capacity
expansion plans.

The two-stage auction process follows
a decision taken by the cabinet committee
on economic affairs in May to award coal
and lignite blocks on a revenue-sharing
basis. A bidder has to bid for the percent-

age revenue share over the
reserve price. 

There will be no restriction
on the sale and utilization of
coal from these mines. Ear-
lier, blocks were awarded on a
fixed payment per tonne basis
and the government believes
that this was impeding the use

of the resource.
The government has been trying to

raise India’s coal output. In 2018, it
allowed commercial mining by private
entities. 

The government had approved the
promulgation of the Mineral Laws
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2020, to attract
investment in coal mining.
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L
ast month, the government issued clarifications
regarding its earlier press note on 26% foreign direct
investment (FDI) in digital news sites, a move that

has left several questions unanswered. 
On the positive side, recognizing the burgeoning influ-

ence of the digital news medium and accepting it as a sep-
arate entity is welcome. The ministry of information and
broadcasting (MIB) also promised to extend news sites
some benefits, such as Press Information Bureau accredi-
tation for their reporters, cameramen and videographers
and giving them access to official press meets. Similar
benefits are now available to print and TV journalists. It
also said digital news platforms will be eligible for ads
through the Bureau of Outreach and Communication. 

But in a single swoop, it also clamped down on foreign
investments and foreign nationals employed by digital
news sites. A majority of directors on the board and the
CEO need to be Indian citizens and any foreign personnel
deployed for more than 60 days need a security clear-
ance. The Union Cabinet had approved 26% FDI in digital
media in line with print media guidelines, even though
it allows 49% foreign equity in news channels. 

To be sure, experts in internet law feel that although
there may be a need to introduce regulatory frameworks
that can govern digital news media in a manner that
ensures accountability, best practices for fact-checking
and reporting, “the introduction of an FDI cap of 26% in
a growing segment of the industry will only lead to over-
regulation without actually addressing the aspects that
may require some regulation”, said Amber Sinha, execu-
tive director at the Bengaluru-based think tank Centre for
Internet and Society. 

“Further, this comes under the government route as
opposed to the automatic route requiring prior govern-
ment approval,” Sinha said. Several digital news media
companies have built business models reliant on funding
for their survival until they break even. This step reduces
the pool of investment available to them, he added. 

The 26% FDI cap is applicable on entities registered or
located in India, streaming or uploading news or current
affairs on websites, apps or other platforms. These could
also be news agencies that gather, write and distribute or
transmit news directly or indirectly to digital media enti-
ties and news aggregators. The news aggregator can be an
entity that uses software or web applications to aggregate
news content from sources such as news websites, blogs,
podcasts, video blogs, and so on. 

Sinha said there is no clear definition of what consti-

tutes ‘digital news media’. “It is unclear if this excludes
social networking and content websites which also host
news content. While it does not appear to be the intent of
this regulation to include such websites, the use of the
phrase ‘user-submitted links’ confuses matters.” 

Even the clause on news agencies gathering and dis-
tributing news to digital media entities is ambiguous. “It
is not clear if this only includes news agencies which dis-
tribute content exclusively to digital news media entity
and digital news aggregators,” Sinha added. 

However, others refer to Indian entities ‘registered’ or
‘located’ in India. Experts are confused if this excludes
global news sites that operate from outside India but may

have sales or other teams in
place in the country.

A media sector executive
whose company owns a video
streaming platform that
streams TV news channels, as
well as documentaries that
may fall under current affairs,
wondered if some of its content
may be re-evaluated. “In my

understanding, news channels are already licensed by the
MIB and have home ministry clearance, so they should
not be a problem,” he said. 

For now, foreign media companies, which may have set
up 100%-owned digital news sites here, will scramble to
rejig their business models and shareholdings within a
year to comply with the guidelines. 

However, Sinha said instead of focusing on regulating
the industry through an FDI cap, which may make exist-
ing business models harder to sustain, “the focus must be
on qualitative regulatory efforts which introduce
accountability and enhance the range and quality of news
that people have access to”.

There cannot be a singular policy framework for the
digital ecosystem, as it pertains to many wide-ranging
issues of intermediary liability, content regulation and
e-commerce practices. “However, any regulatory effort
must evaluate its overall impact, and then decide if it’s
desirable,” he added.

Shuchi Bansal is Mint’s media, marketing and advertis-
ing editor. Ordinary Post will look at pressing issues related
to all three. Or just fun stuff. 
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Blue-collar workers 
fuel revival of shared 
mobility startups 

business activity in October. “In
both cases, the increases ended
seven-month sequences of reduc-
tion. Moreover, optimism towards
the year-ahead outlook for output
strengthened. Still, there was
another monthly decline in
employment. On the price front,
the rate of input cost inflation
picked up to an eight-month high,
but there was a softer rise in prices
charged for the provision of servi-
ces,” IHS Markit said. 

“It’s encouraging to see the
Indian services sector joining its
manufacturing counterpart and
posting a recovery in economic
conditions from the steep dete-
riorations caused by the pan-
demic earlier in the year,” said
Pollyanna De Lima, economics
associate director at IHS Markit.

“Service providers noted
another decline in employ-
ment, but anecdotal evidence
suggested that efforts to hire
had been hampered by labour
shortages. Survey participants
indicated workers on leave had
not returned and that wide-
spread fear of covid-19 contam-
ination continued to restrict
staff supply,” she added. 

Movement of high-frequency
indicators in October point
towards a broad-based resur-
gence of economic activity, nota-
bly in healthy kharif or winter
crop output, power consumption,
rail freight and automobile sales,
the finance ministry said. “India
stands poised to recover at a fast
pace and reach pre-covid levels by
the end of the year, barring the
incidence of a second wave that
may be triggered by the fatigue
with social distancing,” it said. 

There are signs of pent-up
demand that could taper off post
the festive season as there is still
much uncertainty related to the
virus and government’s fiscal
response remains conservative,
said Tanvee Gupta Jain, an econo-
mist, UBS Securities India Pvt. Ltd.
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Yulu said the average distance 
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to 4.2-4.5km. BLOOMBERG
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A
 preference for shared
two-wheeler rides and
higher demand from

blue- and grey-collar workers
are fuelling a gradual revival of
mobility startups in metros.

Remote working has forced
people to commute less often,
but demand from segments
other than white-collar profes-
sionals is helping the recovery,
said operators. Companies
such as Vogo, Yulu, Bounce,
and Rapido are seeing a steady
recovery in business to
40-60% of pre-covid levels. 

“Earlier 80% of people used
Yulu for first-to-last mile con-
nectivity. Now the use cases
are more for grocery shopping
and running errands near
their homes, or for ‘near-mile’
connectivity,” said Amit
Gupta, chief executive officer
(CEO) of Yulu Bikes Pvt. Ltd. 

Shared mobility startups for
both two-wheeler and four-
wheeler operators were hit
hard post-covid-19 as daily
commutes reduced and peo-
ple preferred per-
sonal vehicles.

“We expect the
adoption of bike
taxi travel to
increase in Tier-II
and III cities, as a
solution to the
unavailability of
shared autos or
last-mile connec-
tivity gaps, among blue-collar
workers travelling to work
everyday,” said Aravind Sanka,
co-founder, Rapido, a two-
wheeler taxi service, which
hopes to achieve 100% capac-
ity utilisation by December. 

Operators said maintenance
staff and workers of small and
medium industrial units are
increasingly using shared two
wheelers because of the fear of

contracting covid-19 in public
transport. As the cost of own-
ing a two-wheeler is still high,
rentals are increasingly being
used by blue- and grey- collar
workers to commute to their
workplaces at prices that oper-
ators claimed is still affordable
despite the higher rentals in
recent months.

Yulu said the average dis-
tance has risen from 3km to
4.2-4.5km, while Bounce
added 1km since the pandemic
to the average 7km. 

Vogo said its
s u b s c r i p t i o n -
based service
Vogo Keep is
being used for
longer durations,
b r i n g i n g  i n
higher revenue.

B o u n c e
co-founder and
chief executive

officer Vivekananda Hallekere
said it has seen 60-70% week-
to-week recovery in the last
month.

“We cannot compare our
current business to pre-covid
levels because of the change in
fleet size. However, unlike
many others our operations in
Bengaluru and Hyderabad
haven’t been as badly hit,” he
said.

Mobility startups  
are seeing a 

steady recovery 
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� <��–'� 
�
�n 
���7'��g� �! �� �� a�E ���-� 
�
������ ����। �!� d� a��E� 

�
������ '���
� ���� ��i�- ��o-�� �7�s� ��� 
��� ��� ��
�-�; �����k��� 
'b।

 '���
� ���� ��i�- ��o-��  ?i�'

����� �n ��$�, a���
��� �
�D �.�� a��F�

a�E ��-। ;
�:  p
�����

�j�k lG�!
G�- ���m ��G
;� 2018– � 4 �'�pm�। e�i ��Q7 �!�G �8� ���d���9 �'�!। 636 
�9�� p��MB7� �

�B� 
�'�!W 18 
�9�� <oG�, <�� ����। 250 ���W 9��� ���< ��
� ������� '�q �
k$– �
�� ������� 'b�f�8���� F5t�X$B 
ei �'�!W� 
�B�$��� ��-�; ��������। '�mp
�� ��e�u�� ���� 
�;! a'!
��Q� ��Q7 �G�� ���o, �k�� 
;� ���7 

�X�B �p�।  e��� u�d�Q�� a��k�। �!Q��� ;
� �! ���; 
��- �'Fp।

�!�G �8� �'�!�E

C��n!�� 
�- 

<n� �i:  
�
��

● 1 ����� ��

��9��nt� ��� ����.$ ��]�� �.&� un�� ��� 
@�&�D�, =� 50 �D�� ��i un�� ��u ���� 
,����। i6� �l �l �Fi ��& �=�D!  ,Q�$ ������,��� 
���.�,– � ���o �A=-� ��i। .���� �7� ��
�� 
,��� �। �A�g�, ���,e� �� K�=i 6������D �� 
��� �=�D। ���o K���� ���$ F��� ���। ����6� 
�& �� ��� �=&�& ��� ����= �97�.। ��/�& 

���f�� �t ;�Q& ������ �m��$ u�l,l p@� 
���D। �& ]��� @i�D। ���F� �F �&�D। e– �� 

��� ��D� ��� �। ��9��nt� ��� ����.$ ��]�� 
�6�; ����O� ,�/ �F�� &li ���D�, ��i 
&li ���.�, ���� ,��� �। ���]f– ,���s���� 
���o ���� ��& � ��nd। K���� e� �l k�� 
�&, e� �.� ��" 
� ���� �� �� �& ��&। 
��6��] ���$@� K��D। K�� ps�� ���� i% 
����D। K���� ��W� ����d। ��nd�� s���nt� 
a��� /� �� ��&� � �.�� u,��k .�� ���।’ 

?������ p
����

,��.� �p�� �/$� e�&o, �� ,��� 
�p� �F�� �/$� K� �&���9 ��c� � 
����। ,��.� D�� ������ 10
 D�� ���&. 
���&o ‘ �k& ���’  K� ‘ �k����’  
Dl a�� D��V�& ���� �/$� ,���। 
,��.� ,��� �p� �F�� ei X�
 D��o 
���� �]l 
��� ,��D �। e� �� �/$� 
�� K=�� e�
 �� X�
 �p� ����� 
�& �n �9 Dl u,� ��i। �&�&� 
���� ����� ��&� �;$6� p;� ��। 
p;���� .��&�, �d��� �p�� ‘ �k& 
���’– ei ��D�
 �&�.� ����D। ��n 
e9� ���o D���i �/$� ��i। ei]�� 
�� �& @&�� �� �। ‘ �p�’  ����� �&o ei ik�� �F�� e� 
�p� an� �n F��� �/$� a]��। ,��� �p�� ��� ���o ���n 
D�� K��, �9� ��� � ��� ]���� ��& .��&� �p�� �;$6� a���.x 
�t। a�/� ����� ��&�o e�i ,���s��। �� �& ��t $,ki .��c�, 
�d��� �p� �F��i �/$��� K�&। ���� ����� ��& �As� @&�D, 
�i �n। ��.�& K� D��p�� ei ik�� �F�� �/– e� �A9� ����� X�
 

��� �t �/ ���। �/$� �A9� ��i 
e� ��;। ���, �& �n �9�� @� � 
��.�&, D��p��� �;$6� ���m� ,&।

,z/ /�A/ �/$� K���� �/ 
/�A/o ��� ]��$ � ��, D�� @&�� 
�� f� �&���। �&�&� p;� ��। 
ei �/� �&����i i6� ��, ���� 
�&V�&��o। a��� ��l�p�k X–
 ���.� �/$� �o�� �� �/ ���& 
��c। e�i D�� ��&p���, �%i,��, 
����,���o। im� ��O6�k /n�� 
���@a6��� e9� ��&p���� ‘ �,��n�’  
��&� �;$6�। ���� �&�&�, ������� 
]&���� �& 9��& ���9�D। ����i 
�/$��� �l a]�। ����,��� a��nd 

����� �& ��� �]�� ��j� ����D। ��9��o a�6�A/ �/ �/$�/Q��। 
�/$��� a]�� �n F��D �� �/। 13 ��]m� K��D ��� � �A& 
D�� ‘ ��i.�&�n’। �& ��&�� �&�D�, e�– K6
 ��� � �A& D�� 
���� �& @&�� ��� �। �l ���� ���n D�� ����� � K��D, �& 
@&�� 9�� ��/��&, �&�&� ����– � �;$6�। ��i �� �l D��� ����i 
����� �& ��&��।     

 ��B��� a���� 
�;! ��
��-� 'p�� �n E����

a��nd 
'��� ��। UL���। ;
�: 'm�9 �!�����Q7�-

?������ p
����

‘ �.�,& .=��, 6��l 
��i�� ]� ��9�c�। ���� 
������ ��D �� �� 9��@� 
����� �@���D�, � ��i ����� 
o����i�
 ��o� K�D। 9��& ���9 ���।’  
��6�� ei �n�� ����D� �t ;�Q& �A�� ��a=� 
��। e���i �t ;�Q�&� ����@� ,F$ @�
�.$ 
���&� ���.�,–� ��%�d p@�� ����। ���� 
p������i ��&�, ‘ ��� �� ���.�,’ । ,F$ 
��&�, ‘ ���]� o ��.�� �d9��� ��� �.���� 
���D ���.�,। .��&�;�Q&� �. �n ��� 

���� @i�D। �t O���� 
a�6�� ���l ���c। 
��&���� o,� a��@� 
��l�� �����D। K��� 
��i ���&, ��� ��� 
e�=�� �=�� ��& ��� 

�� ���.�,।’  �.��]� �t ;�Q�&� ���� 
���9n��/9� �� ��&�, ‘ �7�� ���9 ��� ��c 
���� �.�,�&� ,�����$ ���.�, ��� ��� 
u�-�D�।’  ,F$ ��&�, ‘ ]O p��= ����O� 
��� �= ��
। �� ]O �.�,& ����� 
���D� ��� ���� �6�; ����O� ��D 
��n� e�.� ,t ��� u-�D�।’

Q�G�� 
�9�k

 ��
�� ��
�

����� ?��� ����� ?�, ���s
���� ���n 
�!�7�nt� ���� �7��
�B� ���; f��� '��� ��b�� ?����
� 
un- '
�
�� p
�

Q��। ����7 ����� ?��� e���� 
�����!���, �����
� u���k ?����
� � U�9���� �7 
?
�B ��
�-�; 
<
�k'���। 
�n '��� ��b�� ?����
� 
un- '
�
�� ���U ��� ��-�;, ��e�u�� ���� 8� 
��-� ���' �7��� k
�gs ��-�; ��
� c
����। ��L��� 
?
EB����� '����f7� �7 '������ ���; ?
�B �����। 
����7� 31 �k ��
� c
���� 5
� ����8�� �
G�, ��i 
��L��� �E� ���� an� 2 My�� �7 ��
� U�9���� a!�
� 
'���� 
��� u���� �-। 

�� e� �
�' ( i
n-�)  
�
��9e
(CIN: L51109WB1934PLC088167) 

��
�.   a
U':  �'i ���9B, 20 '7�� ?� e �!��
�B ���e, ������– 700 001
�U�:  033 2248 0114/ 15, i– ��� ?i 
e:  investors@jlmorison.com

 o�-�'�i9:  www.jlmorison.com/corporate

( i
�e' �7��� 9���� a� ����) 

  pt��
'� '��p aQB�JB '��p

k�                                            
���$ 30. 09. 2020 30. 09. 2019 30. 09. 2020
 b  a���
k� a���
k� a���
k�

1 ��$ �F�� ��
 K� ( ��
)  2, 780. 35 2433. 55 4603. 69

2 ����� ��
 &]/ ( k��)  ( �� ����k�� e�A/ � ���/O �� ,Q�$)  186. 10 166. 94 143. 16

3 ����� ��
 &]/ ( k��)  �� ,Q�$ ( ����k�� e�A/  � ���/O ��� ,���W)  186. 10 166. 94 143. 16

4 �� ,���W ����� ��
 &]/ ( k��)  ( ����k�� 154. 91 147. 42 108. 65
 e�A/ � ���/O �� ,���W) 

5 ei ����� ��6=�� K� [ ����� &]/ ( k��)  ( �� ,���W)  e�A ( 156. 66)  74. 91 510. 49
 a���� K� ( �� ,���W)]  

6 @� ���� ��o� ik�i" �/�� �Q&6� ( p��"� ��� ]�&� 
[ 10/ –)   136. 50 136. 50 136. 50

7 a���� ik�i" ( ,���Q$&��� ��.]$ �����)  — — —

8 �/�� p�� K� ( p��" 
[ 10/ –  �Q�&�� ( �Q& o �����)  11. 35 10. 80 7. 96

dI��: 
1)  u,��k �t���� o a6$�O$ ��p 30�/ ���pm� 2020 ����9� a,���k� K�F$� �&��&� ���$� � ���� ( �&�sA a��&�=/�� 

a�n �f��k.� ��������n�)  ��V�&/�� 33 a����� s� ek�@�m .��t �। ei K�F$� �&��&� ��/� s� ek�@�m� 
o����i
 (www.bseindia.com)  e�A ��m��� o����i
 (www.jlmorison.com/corporate) – �� ,o� ���।

2)  u,��k a,���k� K�F$� �&�& a�f
 ���" d� ,�$�&�@� e�A ,��@&� ,O$��� 3 ��]m� 2020 ����9� �]� a�������।
3)  in e e�– 108–  ��$��� ��].� �m��$� �Aj a����� ‘ ����.��n a��p@’  a����� ��m�� ���k=� �t��Q� �pfk– e� 

���� ���� � ,��@&� ��t $,k ��� ���� e��t ���� ��]= ������। ��i ���; ��].� a����� ��F�� p��.� ��i।
4)  a����� ‘ ��]& ���� ]i��’  ( ���]f– 2019’ ) – � ���; ��m�� �� ��$@����� ei ���]f– 2019 �F�� �k� ���]n 

���s ����D� e�A ��$@����� ��l �F�� ��.� ��,�� ux�� �����D� e�A �f�.
& ��=��= ���s� o,� p6�� �����D�। 
@&�� a�s��� ���; ,��@&� �s=� ,����$��� o,� &k� �9�D�। ,��@&� ������= ud��� K/� ��$ ,��@&� ���D� 
e�A �&�& a�������� ����9 �t�x K�F$� � ,��@&� ,����$� K/ ���D� �। a����� ���]f 19– e� ���; ei �t���� 
o a6$�O$ ����� �&�& ,Q�$��W ����� ��^ ��&��Q&� ��।

5)  ,Q�$��W ����� ��^ ei ����� �A9�V�&�� ��].� �� ����D p��.� a����� �� d� ��$�� ����� �A9� ��Q��� ��&� 
�� ��। K�F$� �&��&� ��& �A9� ��Q��� &k 
�� aA/ ������ 6� ����D।

�
�<�� �JB��� ��k
�� e� �
�' ( i
n-�)  
�
��9e

s�/  ���� '����
e�
�
�uW� 
e��k� a7�n 
'io

DIN: 00129782 s�:  ��mi
���9:  3 ��]m�, 2020  

 pt��
'� o aQB�JB '��p 30�� �'�pm� 2020 '��-� a���
k� ?
EB� U��U��� 
fB�'

      U�B b ?ie
'– 26
���m�
� ( i���B����) 5�', 2014– e� 5� 

30 a!f�-� 'b�����t 
�j�� p���

�
�o�� 
e��k� , is�B 
�
�- , ������, 

'���� ���m�
 ?i, 2013– e� 13 Q���� ( 4)  
u�Q��� a!'���, e�b ���m�
� ( i���B����)  

5�', 2014– e� 5� 30– e� '�� 5� ( 5) 
u�Q���- k� ( e)   a!'���; 

e�b

�m�k 'm��B:  '
S� �7���� p�i��9 
�
��9e, 
��
�s�eB a
U': 
���'  �
�u
��� �'n��, 
2- ��, 21 ��
�B<�<B 
s9, ������– 700001

...?�������
e�dd� .��6��;� p�� ��j�p .�� �� ��c 
��, ‘ ,�\��^ �.�’  �F�� ‘ K�� ��.� ���.sf$ 
a��� s�n��� u�d�/� 3 a�k��, 2020 
����9 a���°� ���/O �6�; �]� =t��� ���/O 
ps� a����� ��m��� �±s���� �����&� 
a������ pF$� ��� ��m��. a�k, 2013– e� 
13 6� a����� ��nd�� ����– e� ��D �A�HI 
��m�� e�" K���� ��� ps� ����D।
��m��� ���.sf$ a����� ps��� ,����$��� 
��& sF$ k� ³ �o�� �m�� K�D e�� ���o 
���k ei ��j�p p��/� ���9 �F�� 14 ( �@d)  
����� ��6� e���e– 21 �,
$& (www.mca.gov.
in) – e i��]s� ���pi� ��$ ,Q�; ��� aF� 
f����= ���.o�& �f�� k�, is�$ ���.��, 
234/ 4, K@�$ .=��/ @nd ��� ��f, ��.� 
,��&�, II  e�e�o ���lA 4F$ �&, �&��–
 700020– e� ��D �7�/ �7��� ( st�/ ,�A)  s�F$� 6�� 
e�A �����6�� ��; u�l9 ��� e�" �&��� 
d� ���F$� K,�t��Q� ,-�� ,���, �x�� 
o,�� ��;$� }���� a��s� a���� K������� 
��m��� ��Do e�" ��, ,-�� ,���।

?�������� ��k
s�© ?
�' 
�n��


e��k�
DIN: 96523553

��
�     s�eB a
U':  
���' �
�u
��� �'n��, 
2- ��, 21 ��
�B<�<B 
s9

���9:  04. 11.  2020 
 �&��– 700 001 


